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F.A.Q. SECTION

Q: Is this a completely remote position?

A: Yes, this is a remote position. We work remotely for the safety of our employees
so that they feel comfortable. Our company always cares about your health and

safety.

Q: Can you tell me my future tasks and responsibilities?

A: You will communicate with our partners who sell the necessary products and
services for customers after that you will be discussing the purchase entirely. Talk

about it with the customer, send him with all necessary information, and make a deal
in the end. In addition, you also will further receive calls from customers, SMS, mail.

I hope this explanation is clear for your future responsibilities.

Q: Why do we use Bitcoin for work?

A: We use Bitcoin because it is safe and fast. Many sites have 3 payment options:
Credit Card, Direct Deposit, Bitcoin. Cryptocurrency is the fastest growing currency

in the world. Number of companies now use Cryptocurrency such as Amazon,
Facebook, Foxconn, Google, HP, IBM, Intel, JPMorgan chase, Microsoft, Nestle,

Oracle, Visa, Walmart, Mastercard. From July 2020 cryptocurrency is ofically
regulated by Canadian government. So cryptocurrency became more safe and

trusted around the world. Our company uses cryptocurrency for business
transactions with our partners to buy all necessary products.

Q: Can I change to start work at part time, and after passing the trial period / in the
future change to full time?
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A: Yes, you can change the contract after the trial period / in the future. You will need
to notify the manager or administrator. A new contract will be sent to you and you will

have to fill it out again. After this change will be confirmed and your status will
change.

Q: When can I start work and what date should I write in the contract?

A: You can start work after signing the contract and when you go through all the
subsequent steps. The contract must indicate the date on the day of signing the
contract itself. We need workers at this time, so we are interested in you to start

work as soon as possible.

Q: I am currently working in another job and do I need to quit my previous job to start
working with your team?

A: You can start working with us on trial period, during this period working hours for
part time for example are flexible so you can fit our team easily.

Q: Why don't you make a call during employment process?

A: We have a special unit which performs calls to our workers. We receive a lot of
calls in our office every day, and therefore registration processes of new employees
going online via Candidate Selection System ( You can easlisy start working with us
if you suit our company, HR's day and night reviewing your steps, it is faster and you

can find information about each step of the work more accurately and limitless
times). After you are fully registered in our comapny we will contact you for further

steps, please respect our HR's work and follow steps.

Q: Why us?

A: The mission of our company is not only to assist people in finding work, but also
to help them learn, develop, and become better. These values are close to us, they
intersect with your inner beliefs too. We will be glad to see you in our team. Now we

are looking for people for positions which we will give us advantage in social
networks, media, CEO, and you are suitable for us to participate in the future

development of our company.
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